The Indian mutual fund industry has come a long way since its inception in 1963. The industry witnessed sufficient growth on all parameters -the number of fund houses, the number of schemes, funds mobilized, assets under management, etc. Given the critical role of channeling household savings, the question is -has the Indian mutual industry succeeded in achieving its' goal? This study addresses this concern. The detailed nature of the current study suggests that the mutual fund industry has recorded significant progress on all fronts yet it has not been able to utilize its potential fully. On almost on all parameters, it is far behind the developed economies and even most of the emerging economies of the world. Moreover, the industry faces a number of challenges like low penetration ratio, lack of product differentiation, lack of investor awareness and ability to communicate value to customers, lack of interest of retail investors towards mutual funds and evolving nature of the industry. Based on the analysis the study suggests some recommendation to address these challenges
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing emphasis in domestic savings and their mobilization and allocation towards profitable investments, the need and scope of mutual fund operations has increased. The mutual funds is one of the important classes of financial intermediaries which enables millions of small and large savers spread across the country as well as internationally to participate in and derive the benefits of the capital market growth. It is an alternative vehicle of intermediation between the suppliers and users of investable financial resources which is becoming increasingly popular in India and aboard due to higher investor return and relativity low risk and cost. Thus the involvement of mutual funds in the transformation of Indian economy has made it urgent to view their services not only as financial intermediary but also as pace settlers as they are playing role in mobilizing and efficient allocation of investable funds through markets. The fact is that the mutual funds have a lot of potential to grow but to capitalize the potential fully, it would need to create and market innovative products and frame distinct marketing strategies. Moreover, the equity culture has not yet developed fully in the country as such, investor education would be equally important for greater penetration of mutual funds.
The history of mutual funds dates back to 19 th century with its origin to Great Britain.
Robert Fileming set-up in 1868 the first investment trust under the title 'Foreign and Colonial Investment Trust' to manage the finances of moneyed classes of Scotland by spreading the investment and other investment trusts which were subsequently set-up in Britain and the US, resembled today's close-ended mutual fund schemes. The first mutual fund in the US namely, Massachusetts Investors' Trusts, was set up in 1924. In India, the mutual fund industry started in 1963, however, its history has been divided into four phases.
Phase I (1964-87)
This phase started with setting up of Unit Trust of India (UTI), the first mutual fund set up in the public sector under the UTI Act 1963, which launched its first unit scheme in 1964 namely US-64 with a major objective of mobilizing savings through the sale of units and investing them in corporate securities for maximizing yields and capital appreciation.
It 1986 it launched its first equity growth fund which proved to be a grand marketing success. In the same year it had also launched Indian Fund-the first Indian offshore fund for overseas investors, which was listed on the London Stock Exchange (LSE). Being the only mutual fund till 1987, UTI enjoyed monopoly in the market and had experienced a consistent growth during this phase.
Phase II (1987-92)
The second phase witnessed the entry of other mutual funds sponsored by nationalized banks and insurance companies. 
Phase IV (1997 onwards)
This phase was characterized by a more positive sentiment in the capital market, tax benefits to the investments in funds and improved quality of investor services by the 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUTUAL FUNDS IN INDIA
The Mutual funds industry that started its journey in the country in 1963 has turned as one of the important constituents of the financial sector. The industry has witnessed sufficient expansion and standardization in terms of products and services offered, regulatory mechanism, and the proliferation of large number of private sector funds both domestic and foreign. The fact is that the fund market in the country has graduated from offering plain vanilla equity and debt funds, to an array of diverse products such as Gold Funds (GF), Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), and capital protection oriented funds and even the native funds (Fozia, 2013) . Truly, the mutual fund industry in the country has come from long-way but the moot question is that whether it has realized its potential 
GROWTH IN NUMBER OF FUNDS
As already stated that the first mutual fund namely UTI was established in 1963 which dominated the industry in the country till 1992. With the entry of other public sector and private sector funds, it gradually lost its dominance. As can be seen from of the fact that the market is highly concentrated. Therefore, for the healthy growth of the industry, the need is to see the disbursement of the business across the fund houses. 
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT OF MUTUAL FUNDS
Mutual Funds are expected to play a crucial role of mobilizing particularly household savings and to manage the funds efficiently so as to provide sufficient return to the investors. Although, the Indian mutual funds have to go a long way in its role play on the above referred lines yet, over a period of time it has achieved some noticeable growth & development. As becomes clear from the data detailed in Table Table   1 .7 reveals that 94.07 percent of the total assets were under the management of public sector funds in 1997-98 which had declined to 22.1 percent in 2010-11. This sharp decline is due to the increasing dominance of the private sector mutual funds in India. The private sector mutual funds which were an insignificant player in the industry in 1997-98 with a total share of 5.93 percent of the total assets under its management, have witnessed significant spurt in its business share. The assets under its management have witnessed an increasing trend and have increased from 5.93 percent in 1997-98 to 77.9 percent in 2010-11. The fact that becomes evident from the data presented in Table 1 .7 is that the public sector mutual funds have lost its dominating role to the private sector mutual funds.
Based on multiple parameters, the private sector mutual funds as on 2011 are major and dominating player in the Indian mutual fund industry. 
AUM Composition by Product, Investor and Geographical Distribution
The product category of Indian mutual fund is broadly classified into six categories While looking at the AUM composition by investor segment, it can be seen from figure 1.3 that corporate investments constitute 49 percent of AUM followed by High Net Worth
Investors. Both of these categories of investors prefer Debt/Money Market funds rather than the equity. The retail investments account for 20 percent of AUM. These also prefer debt oriented funds rather than equity.
As on 2013, out of the total Equity AUM, Retail investment constitute mere 1.95 percent, which is indicative of poor Equity culture among the retail investing public in the country.
Equity AUM mainly consists of FII investment.
As such on the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the mutual funds have not yet achieved a breakthrough in penetrating deep into the retail segment. Retail investors in the country continue to prefer bank deposits and the real estate sector as viable investment avenues for putting their savings. penetration ratio is need of the hour. The key to combating this challenge is to ensure a wider distribution reach and greater investor awareness through investor education drives.
MOBILIZATION OF HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS
The earlier discussion has made it clear that the Indian mutual fund industry has come a long way since 1963 when the first mutual fund was established by the UTI. Today, there are 51 mutual funds belonging to public sector, domestic private sector and foreign private sector funds offering wide variety of schemes and products to the investing public at the national and international level. Over a period of time significant innovations have been made in its product profile to meet the varied needs of the investing public. But the question is has the Indian mutual industry fully realized its goal of mobilizing major portion of household savings or enabled the small savers to benefit from the economic growth that the country has been witnessing by facilitating them to park their savings into the assets which yield better risk-adjusted returns.
According to the World Bank, Gross domestic savings (percent of GDP) in India was last measured at 29 in 2011. Gross domestic savings are calculated as GDP less final consumption expenditure (total consumption). Indian savers during the period. As such it can be concluded that mutual funds is not the preferred choice for household sector for parking savings. Therefore, the need of the hour is that the mutual fund industry is to find out ways and means for attracting more and more funds from the house hold sector, which carries a great socio-economic sense. percent of the total funds mobalised. Therefore, among other things, the need is to increase the penetration ratio.
CONCLUSION
One of the important goals of the mutual fund industry is to attract and mobalise major portion of the House Hold Savings (HHS) in order to enable the small savers to benefit from the economic growth by facilitating them to park their savings into the assets which yield better risk-adjusted returns. Therefore, the question arises, has the Indian mutual industry succeeded in achieving this goal? The fact about it is that the Gross Domestic Saving (GDS) as a percentage of GDP has recorded significant growth and the HHS account for three quarter of the GDS. Although the mutual fund industry has succeeded in increasing its share from the GDS but the ratio of AUM to GDP is much lower than the developed countries of the world. Further, the house hold sector which account for major position of the Gross Domestic Savings have shown least preference for mutual funds, rather these have been found to prefer most deposits, both banking and nonbanking.
Though, the mutual fund industry has recorded significant progress on all fronts yet it has not been able to utilize its potential fully. On almost on all parameters it is far behind the developed economics and even most of the emerging economics of the world. The industry is confronted with number of challenges like low penetration ratio, lack of product differentiation, lack of investor awareness and ability to communicate value to customers, lack of interest of retail investors towards mutual funds and evolving nature of the industry. Therefore, if the industry has to utilize its potential fully, it has to address these challenges. To address these challenges the need is to penetrate into the tier II & tier III cities which among other things would require to seek more awareness of the investors through strategic initiatives and investor education drives. Apart from this, the mutual fund industry has to continually deliver superior risk-adjusted returns to the investors. This would require the fund managers on the one hand to exhibit superior stock selectivity and market timing performance consistently and on the other hand to keep the fund costs under check. Delivering superior risk-adjusted returns consistently will automatically create a niche for the mutual funds.
